My friend Wilfrid Gibson has solved the problem to his  Gordon own satisfaction by insisting that the poet must find his sub- Bottomley jects in contemporary life; but while I admire his results I explains cannot be content with his logic or his inhibitions. For in fact he does not envisage contemporary life in its completeness and significance, but only that of the poorer classes, the classes most immediately in contact with reality; and the only deduction I can make for my own guidance from that and his success is that poetry can treat best of natural life and can too easily lose its way and its atmosphere in treating of sophisticated, artificial life.
This commends itself to me, for I do not write of the past as the past; the Vikings, the Normans, the Jacquerie are poetic to me, but the courts of Charles II, or George II, leave me becalmed, disenchanted, fettered.
Is this, then, perhaps enough?
Again, how shall I write of contemporary life? I was chopped out of it at 18, and it is the thing of which I know least. What I see of life in this remote place can be very little different from what men and women saw in Armside Tower, over the hill, in 1320—except that they saw a more complete organism of life. If I am to write of present-day life as it exists about me, I have practically imposed on me a peasant drama of the Synge-Abbey Theatre type; and this my mind rejects vehemently—I do not wish to yield to the limits of peasant experience, it is too dangerous for one in my situation.
Must I, then, accept a fundamental disqualification and deny my ardour to create and the intensity with which I experience?
Is it not legitimate to go back to those times in the past when the country about me was containing a complete organisation of life unmaimed by the elephantiasis of the modern town-growth? I put aside my Graeco-Syrian experiment, I have come North for good: I cannot find any hope in rehandling Southern mythologies, whether Greek or Indian: I want the life of my own country, but in my singular 125

